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요 약

본 논문에서는 원하는 방향에 대해서 선형 위상 응답 특성을 갖는 적응 빔 형성기에 대해서 설명한다.

본 논문에서 저안하는 빔 형성기는 원하는 신호에 대해서 선형 위상 응답 특싱을 얻기 위해 전방 적웅 빔 형성기( 

Forward adaptive beamformer) 와*후방  적응 빔 형성기 (Backward adaptive beamformer)-'；； 이용한다. 두 빔 형성기의 

각각의 출력 신호를 합하여 원하는 신호를 얻는다.

TDL(Tapped-Delay-Line) 필터 계수는 가상신호(fictitious desired signal)와 출력 신호간의 차이 값의 파워가 최소가 

되도록 조정된다

원하는 방향에 대한 빔 형성기의 임펄스 응답이 중심 샘플에 대해서 대칭이 되도록하여 우「하는 방향에서 입사되는 

신호에 대한 선형 위상 응답 특성을 얻을 수 있다.

출력 잡음 분산을 최소로 하는 반면 원하는 신호 방향에 대한 주파수 응답의 왜곡을 미리 정한 허용치보다 작게 함으 

로써 음성 신호를 향상시키는 AMNOR(Adaptive Microphone -array system for Noise Reduction) 시스템에 본 논문에서 

제안한 빔 형성기를 적용하여 컴퓨터 시뮬레이션 결과를 제시한다.

ABSTRACT

This paper describes an adaptive beamformer with linear phase response to the look-direction. A uniq나eness of the 

proposed beamformer is that it uses a forward adaptive beamformer and a backward adaptive beamformer to obtain 

the linear phase response to the desired signal. The output smgals of the two beamformers are added to yield the final 

output.

The relevant tapped-delay-line filter coefficients are updated to minimize the power of the difference between a 

fictitons desired signa! and the o나tput. The linear phase response to the look-direction signal is obtained by making 

the look-directional impulse response of the beamformer even symmetric about its midpoint.
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As an application of the beamformer, it is applied to realize the AMNOR (Adaptive Microphone - array system for 

NOise Reduction) system, which enhances speech signal by minimizing the output noise power, while maintaining the 

degradation in the frequency response to the desired signal below some permissible level. Simulation results demonst

rating the performances of the proposed methods are presented.

I. INTRODUCTION

Adaptive microphone - array systems have been 

studied to receive a broad band speech signal 

arriving at the desired direction while minimizing 

spatially separated interfering noise power'1 2 3,. 

When a microphone is used to receive a broad 

band speech signal, ambient noise from other 

sources often interferes with the speech signal. A 

possible approach to solve such a problem is the 

use of the Frost's beamformer⑷ which minimizes 

the noise power while passing the desired signal 

without distortion. It has been shown0 2 31 that the 

SNR improvement using the Frost's beamformer 

is generally not satisfactory due to the rigidity of 

the constraint for the frequency response to the 

look-direction signal. To overcome such a difficulty, 

adaptive beamforming algorithms with soft cons

traints have been studied0 2 3). These methods try 

to attain maximum noise reduction while allowing 

a small degree of degradation in the frequency 

response to the desired signal. Even though they 

have been successful in attaining improved noise 

reduction, they may introduce phase distortion to 

the look-direction signal. The intent of this paper 

is to present an adaptive beamformer with linear 

phase response to the desired signal. The AMNOR 

(Adaptive Microphone-array system for NOise 

Reduction) optimization criterion* 1 21 is applied to 

allow permissible degree of amplitude distortion 

in the frequency response to the desired signal and 

the relevant multichannel filter coefficients are 

computed using the least-mean-square(LMS) 

algorithm* 51 To attain the linear phase response, 

it is proposed to use a forward and a backward 

adaptive beainformers and the output signals of 

the two beamformers are added to yi아d the final 

output.

After describing 나le AMNOR system with linear 

phase response in Section H, computer simulation 

results will be included in Section HI.

II. AMNOR System with Linear Phase Response

Fig. 1 shows the block diagram of the AMNOR 

system ⑴ in which the M-input / single-output filter 

weights represented by H2 are computed using the 

LMS algorithm to minimize the power of the 

difference e(n) between the fictitious desired (FD) 

signal A s'(n—t) and the beamformer output y' 

(□) : and the other 句ters H】and H3 copy the filter 

coefficients from H2. The filter coefficients are 

computed in the absence of the look-direction 

signal.

To control the response degradation level D(A), 

the third filter H3 takes noise free FD signal as 

its mp니t : the resulting response degradation D 

(A) is compared to the pre-set threshold value 

D : and the scale factor A controlling the degra

dation level is computed.

Here, GJZ) to Gm(Z) represent the transfer 

functions characterizing the propagation paths from 

the desired signal source to the m-th, m—1, 

M microphones. When D(A) is sufficiently close 

to D, the first filter H】copies the coefficients from 

the second filter H2 and process the M sensor 

output signals to yield the enhanced look-direction 

signal.
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M-inpuusmCle*<>ucPu, 
variable FIR Alien

Fig. 1. Block diagram of the AMNOR system

OUTPUT

Fig. 2. Block diagram of the forward and backward 거da- 
ptivp filter
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ones.

(la)

Now, consider the noise reduction problem under 

the assumptions that 比c microphones are eq니ally 

and very closely spaced to construct linear array 

• the signal soiree and microphones are far apart 

t0 assume plane wave : and the direct signal pro- 

pagatoin path is 아)ort compared to indirect 

Under these assumptions, we have.

Gm(z)=z“m d 1 冬m冬M

where

—d cos。。
一V匸

d : distance between microphones

- incident angle of the desired signal

V : wave propagation velocity 

Ts : sampling interval.

To attain the linear phase response of

AMNOR system to the desired signal, it is prop- 

osed t0 use a forward and a backward adaptive 

beamformers as illustrated m Fig. 2 for M=3 and 

N=2.

Here- N denotes the number of coefficients for 

each TDL filter. From Fig. 2, we have 

(lb)

the

%(n)=A s'(n)—yf'(n) : forward estimation error

(2a)

yf'(n) = FT Xf(n) (2b)

eb(n) = A s'(n —A ) —yb,(n) : backward estimation

error ( ?c)

yb'(n)=BT Xb(n) (2d)

Xf(n) = [x「(n) —N+l) x；(n)

x2'(n-l)---

x2,(n —N+l) xM'(n) xM'(n —1

(n —N + 1)]t (9e)

Xb(n) = [xM‘(n —N+l — 1)

xjm —N + l) x；(n —1)

X2 (n) x「(n — N+l)…x「(n —1) xr'(n)]T

(2f)

F、=[0)f” …fl(N i) fx …fM0 fMl …fM(N n]T (2g)

顷 bn---b1(N P 膈・品0 bM]---bM(N 肩T (2h)

△ =(M — 1) KN-1). ⑵)

We can see that by computing the coefficient 

vectors F and B to minimize the sum of the 

powers of ef(n) 저nd eb(n). the multichaim이 filter 

output signals yf'(n) and yb'(n) estimate A s'(n) 

and A s'(n —△), respectively. Thus the final 

。니tput y'(n) is given by

y，(nL(n)+yb'(n + zs)]/2. (3)

It is w이] known"' 7 that an FIR filter with 

symmetric impulse response function has linear 

ph찬se response. From Fig. 2, if we let fmn=bmn, 

th© impulse response function of the system to 

the desired signal is symmetric * about the center 

coefficient given by 2fl0 located at the time index 

of △ samples. Computing the transfer function 

of the system to the desired signal, we have

Hs(Z)=SW=T S 身八

+ Z；m-W+n ]. J)

If the signals are stationary, we can see that 

the optimum coefficient vectors FOPt and BOPt 

minimizing E[ef2(n)] and E[eb2(n)], respectively, 

are the same. However, applying the LMS algor- 

】thm to comp니te the weight vectors separately, 

the resulting coefficient vectors are different. Thus 

it is proposed to find the weight vector mimmiz 

ing the sum of the mean squared estimation errors. 

That is

e —E[ef2(n) JH-E[eb2(n)]. (5)
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The LMS algorithm computing the coefficient 

vectors can be expressed as

F(n)=B(n) (6a)

and

F(n+l)=F(n)-z/V(n) (6b)

where

▽ (n)=3£ /aF(n) = —2[ef(n) Xf(n)+eb(n)

Xb(n)]. (6c)

The AMNOR system equipped with the forward 

and the backward beam formers will be referred 

to as the FB-AMNOR (Forward and Back ward- 

-AMNOR) system.

DI. Simulation Remits

T。demonstrate the performances of the proposed 

FB-AMNOR system, the following situations are 

simulated.

number of microphones=6

distance between neighboring microphone=5.cm 

sampling frequency=8-KHz

signal-pass bai】d=0.3—3.0 KHz 

look - direction =120° 

interference noise direction=60°

signal - to - interference noise ratio=-10dB, 0 dB 

and 10 dB.

Fig 3 and Fig. 4 display the directivity pattern 

and the frequency response of the FB-AMNOR 

system. Fig. 5 아lows the frequency response to 

the desired signal of the noise red니ction filter 

derived at the fixed FD signal levels of — lOdB, 

() dB and 10 dB. Fig. ()아h)ws the measured rel -

dB

—60
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SINS 二 IS dB
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Fig. 3. Directivity patterns
교) 一lOdB b) () dB c) 1() dB
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ationship between FD signal level A and response 

degradation. The monotonic relationship between 

FD signal level A and response degradation can 

be seen in these c니rve.

Fig 7 shows the learning curve for the FB- 

AMNOR system. The horizontal axis shows time 

in terms of the number of adaptation steps and 

the vertical axis shows response degradation and 

output noise power rcialivc to the input noise 

power.

They demonstrate that the interfering noise is 

successfully reduced. Other simulations indicate 

that the frequency response of the AMNOR sys

tem of the desired signal is almost the same as 

the case of the FB-AMNOR, b니I the FB-AMNOR 

system yields more natural sound and less frequ

ency response to the interfering noise than the 

AMNOR system.

IV. Summary

FB AMNOR system with linear phase res 

[x)nse to the look direction signal, is presented. 

The impulse response fimction of the system 

is macle symmetric by computing the forward
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and the backward coefficients minimizing the 

sum of the forward and the backward estim 

ation error powers. The coefficients are updated 

using th은 LMS algorithm under the constraint 

that the backward coefficient vector is the 

same as the forward coefficient vector.
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